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PREMIER’S ANZAC STUDENT TOUR 

Statement by Minister for Education 

DR E. CONSTABLE (Churchlands — Minister for Education) [9.08 am]: The recent passing of Claude 
“Chuckles” Choules, the last combat veteran of World War I, was a poignant and sad end of an era. Mr Choules, 
who died on 5 May at the grand age of 110 years, took with him many memories of war and the supreme 
sacrifices made by soldiers. With the Anzac spirit alive and well in Western Australian schools, the young 
people of today will not forget. Every year a specially selected group of secondary school students travels to a 
significant location with the Premier’s Anzac student tour. Since 2004, 100 Western Australian school students 
have represented our state while visiting battlefields where Australians fought and died. Tours have gone to the 
Western Front in France, and Belgium, Greece and Turkey, where our young nation had its baptism of fire at 
Gallipoli. These talented students are chosen on merit from both government and non-government schools. The 
selection process requires students to deliver a written piece that describes the importance of the location to be 
visited. Often these students describe a family connection to the site and the battles conducted there.  

This year, 10 students and two secondary school teachers travelled to Greece as part of the 2011 Premier’s 
Anzac student tour. In Athens they participated in the city’s first organised Anzac Day dawn service before 
travelling to Crete to learn more about the battle of Crete and to commemorate the seventieth anniversary of the 
conflict, in which almost 300 Australians lost their lives and more than 3 000 were taken prisoner. The selected 
students were fine young ambassadors for the state of Western Australia. They were actively interested in 
learning more about this period in our history and were commended by all those they met, both here and 
overseas, for the sincerity of their actions and the manner in which they conducted themselves.  

I would like to inform the house that the Premier’s Anzac student tour will continue in 2012 with an opportunity 
for another 10 Western Australian school students to travel to Malaysia to learn about the experiences of 
Australian forces during World War II. The tour will commemorate the seventieth anniversary of the fall of 
Singapore and Borneo and the subsequent experiences of more than 22 000 Australian prisoners of war. The 
students will visit Sarawak and Labuan, in the province of Sabah, and will attend Anzac Day commemorations at 
Sandakan, where a POW camp was first established in 1942. After Borneo and Singapore fell to the Japanese, 
many British and Australian POWs were taken to Sandakan and were used as labour to build a military airstrip. 
Early in 1945, the Japanese marched the POWs 260 kilometres to Ranau. Only six Allied servicemen survived 
this march, all of them Australians. The students selected to take part in the 2012 tour will get a unique insight 
into one of the worst atrocities ever suffered by our prisoners of war. It is important that this tragic and 
harrowing episode of our history is not forgotten, and I encourage any school student who is keen to learn more 
about the sacrifices made by Australian and Allied forces to apply for a place on the 2012 tour. Application 
forms are available online at the Department of Education website.  
 


